




“This memoir is honest and beautifully written. This story is personal 
and when something is personal it’s not always comfortable and it 
takes strength to share your pain. Life’s Not Yoga is eye-opening, 
emotional and empowering. You will not be left feeling the same 
after reading this book. Jacqui shows us the good and the bad of her 
life, and she decides and shows us how to focus on the good.” – 
Rozanne Visagie, Willow’s Corner Book Reviews 
 
“Jacqui’s journey is a very personal one, as most memoirs tend to be, 
and yet Burnett’s raw and unadulterated honesty are rare traits to find 
in the genre. Life’s Not Yoga bounces between stream-of-
consciousness and the exasperation of ‘moving-on’ and honest to 
goodness declarations of frustration at her own life choices. Burnett 
opens to her readers in the most admirable and courageous of ways, 
and I would be remiss as an empathetic reader if I did not 
acknowledge how difficult that must have been. Jacqui Burnett is a 
superb storyteller. Her life has not been easy, and it is an honor to 
read the prose of an incessantly curious and deeply courageous human 
being who seems to have made a lot of sacrifices to pursue her 
dreams. Through all the trauma, and all the drama, and the fear and 
the pain Jacqui Burnett shows an incredible strength that need not be 
defined by her family, or the men in her life or even in the close 
female friendships she honors – her strength is defined by her own 
ability to love, to be loved and to tell her story knowing it is laid out 
there for all the world to see, and ultimately find comfort in.” – Meg 
Orton, For the Love of MEG Book Reviews 
 
“Many people write a memoir and tend to sugar coat their role in the 
story, while painting other people with a bit of a tar brush. Jacqui 
Burnett does not do this, and is open and honest about the times in 
her life when she does not come across looking so great.” – Janice 
Leibowitz, 101.9 ChaiFM Radio 
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PROLOGUE

HERE ARE A THOUSAND WAYS you can stare up at a snow-capped
peak, but there’s only one way you can lie up there dead in the ice.

The mountains aren’t here simply for our enjoyment. They are sublime
and I am a dead woman walking through the snow, trying and failing to
touch that other-worldly power. I am standing 11,000 feet above the
world and staring down at the wreckage of my life. I came into this life
as a stranger and now, after eight near-death experiences and 15 years of
marriage, I am leaving as a stranger. My husband does not know me and
I do not want to know myself. I avert my eyes from what lies inside, the
way one looks away from a mangled body at the scene of a car accident.
I want to keep speeding down the highway and put it all out of my mind,
but I can’t do that anymore. It’s screaming to be let in. It’s hammering on
the windows and smashing through the doors to be let in, to be let out.
I am frozen and the wind tugs at my clothing. If I stayed here and did not
move, at last I would die. Now I know why I travelled over 15 000
kilometres to get to these mountains in Colorado. I am running away
from the person I have become. I have been trapped inside someone
else’s idea of myself, which bears no relation to the truth of who I am,
and I ache for someone to tell me what to do. I ache for someone to
explain to me how I became like this. The snow keeps falling and I am
alone.

T
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PPARTT ONE 
BURNING SHAME

For My Father

my imperfections
are my beauty spots
along life's mirrored wall

i wear their scars
externally
so you can see them all

my shame, my guilt, my blame
my doubt
my inner critic’s plea

the freedom from
their sight and sound
projections gift to be

i know now that
your mirrors’ truth
reflects the perfect me

uncomplicated
for its grace
my heart gives thanks to thee
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CHAPTER FIVE

Contextual note: Jacqui is 12 and has just had a heated argument with 
her father.

It was true: I was hard to love. I imagined my father drawing up
a pros and cons list of having me as his daughter. On the good side, I
was tough. Pain was nothing to me. I was smart. Dad said that women
weren’t cut out for working with numbers, but I was excellent at
maths and science. I wasn’t a loose girl like some of the high school
girls that Alan and Mark hung around. They were all flirtatious and
wore sexy bikinis and Alan’s friend Amy was a bra model, which my
father said was disgusting. I would never shame my father that way. I
prayed and I read my Bible and enjoyed it. I wasn’t vain – in fact, I
never bothered to look in the mirror.

I wracked my brain trying to think of more reasons for him to
love me, but came up blank. The negatives crowded in.

The first negative was the biggest and the rest all stemmed from
it: I was an outspoken girl and there was nothing my father hated
more than females with opinions. Women were made by God to only
be involved with children, kitchen and church – and nothing else.
God, as he had told me many times, made Man superior to Woman

Extract from ...

Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do
that. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that.

– Martin Luther King Jr



He thought I was too sensitive, even though I could count the
number of times I had cried in front of him on one hand. I was too
inquisitive and I didn’t respect my parents enough – I was always
asking questions and interfering with adult things. I was disobedient.
He’d told me that countless times. I caused him constant worry
because I was a girl.

JACQUI BURNETT
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like White is superior to Black. Girls should be married, barefoot and
pregnant by nineteen – and that was that. I wasn’t sure why we had
to be barefoot.
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Contextual note: Jacqui is 16. Having swallowed a large quantity of pills 
to end her life, Jacqui has ended up in the doctor’s office with her 
mother. They leave…

My mother led me back to the car without saying a word. What
did she think of me? As we drove home, I imagined her mind at work,
snipping 12 August 1982 out of her memory and carefully shredding it
into tiny pieces. Until it was permanent, until I was properly dead
– preferably in a way that couldn’t be described as an accident, such as
hanging myself, slitting my wrists or shooting myself in the mouth, she
wouldn’t believe that I wanted to die. It was too inconvenient a fact and
what would the neighbours say? Only white trash actually killed
themselves.

She parked the car in the driveway and we got out. It was a white
station wagon with wood panelling on the sides, just like Sue Ellen
owned in Dallas. We loved watching Dallas on the television, but my
father didn’t approve of it. I always hoped it was because the main
character, a dirty businessman and manipulative egomaniac, must have
reminded my father of himself, but this was unlikely because my father
was the least self-aware person on the planet. Had our surname been
Ewing, I still doubt he would have drawn the parallel.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

Three things cannot be long hidden: the sun, the moon,
and the truth. – Buddha

Extract from ...
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Ten minutes later she had me standing on the coffee table in my
confirmation dress as if nothing had happened.

‘Okay, you can get down and take it off now. I’m just going to get a
garment bag,’ she said, and left me standing there alone.

Just as I’d pulled the dress off over my head, I heard my father walk
into the room.

‘That’s a pretty dress,’ he said, looking at it in my hands.
He smiled as he walked over to me and put his hand around my

waist, resting it uncomfortably close to my right breast. I froze and stared
straight ahead. I didn’t want to be held like this. I heard my mother’s
footsteps returning. Then, slowly, just before she stepped back into the
room, he removed his hand and patted my bum.

‘You will be the prettiest girl at your confirmation,’ he said.
He left the room.
‘Jacqueline, put the dress back on for one last alteration while I’ve

got you here,’ said my mother.
I stood mute while she fidgeted with the pins.
The dress was white and lacy, with a straight neckline and puffy

sleeves that came in at the wrists. My mother had been making it for
weeks. I was sorry I wouldn’t get a chance to wear it and make her happy.
I so wanted to be there for Reverend Jones and for the rest of my
confirmation group, but I’d be dead by then.

‘Come on. What are you staring at the car for? I want you to try on
your confirmation dress.’
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OWPARTT TWO 
BURNING BRIDGES

 

For My Mother

no will to live
i do confess
a wish to die today

lost in hell
i’m in distress
i cannot find a way

the screaming truth
of this desire
to end it all i see

is in the shadow of my Self
and not in truth
me
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Beware the barrenness of a busy life. – Socrates

HE SNOW MELTS AS IT touches my skin and I wish it would pile
up and cover me, a white hand covering my mouth and nose so

that I don’t feel angry anymore. I’m hiking alone in the Rocky
Mountains, in Colorado. I hike for answers but the mountains look
on impassively. Granny would say I must work it out myself. What
else would she say if she were here, hiking beside me? She would
be hard and straight with me as she always was.

Twenty years have passed since the day my father hit me. My
marriage to Greg didn’t last long. Even so, I’ve been happy –
gloriously so, at times. But now I am totally lost and, to be honest,
somewhat terrified. You’d think I’d have had it all figured out by
now, but I feel like a bat flying around a kitchen while someone
swats at me with a dishcloth. From the outside, things look simply
marvellous. I’d always thought adults had it all figured out, but the
older I get, the more I realise that no one really has a clue what’s
going on. Sure, my mother’s business went insolvent and Ouma lost
her house and my dad is as crazy as ever, but apartheid had fallen
and I’d done well.

I’d completed my undergraduate degree, gone on to get an MBA

T

Contextual note: Jacqui is 45 and her life is in chaos once again. 
Jacqui has travelled to America in search of answers…

Extract from ...
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and had had a ball studying in the Netherlands for a semester. I had
fallen in love with my country again, made money and had a great
career. I had built up a business from an insolvent mess to something
worth millions. I had created jobs, salvaged failing businesses, made
friends, travelled to many corners of the world and learned more than
I ever could’ve foreseen. I had fallen in love with people, places, work
and life – and I believed that, in my own small way, I had made a
difference in the world where I could. I had helped people access
better education and work opportunities and I had even adopted and
fostered abandoned animals.

I’d cut ties with my father and made an effort to get closer to
my mother – when my father allowed it, that is. I had learned that
Dad had kept many secrets from Mom and noted that Mom forgot
distressing events as her way of managing life. She’d even erased
whole parts of my life from her memory. I had observed how painful
this was for me. Although I missed my family, the status quo was best
for all of us. Best of all, I had met the perfect man, fallen in love, got
married and moved into a gorgeous house in one of the world’s most
beautiful cities. Michael was everything I could’ve wanted.

And still everything fell apart.
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Contextual note: Jacqui is 46. Having lost everything, Jacqui is at a 
loss at how to face her fears.

Now what?
All I can do is stick to my plan, move to Toronto and try my

damn hardest to improve my writing so that maybe, someday,
someone will get some good out of all of this. I need to let go of my
fears, settle into this pain and let it be, the way I do with yoga.

‘This is just yoga, Jacqui. This is an uncomfortable pose. Find
comfort in the discomfort,’ I tell myself.

‘Life is not fucking yoga! I’ve lost Michael. I’ve lost Dan. I’ve just
lost everything.’

‘Find comfort in the discomfort. Try to stay present in this
moment of pain and accept it.’

‘Oh, fuck off trying to be so zen. It’ll never get you anywhere.’
But it does – it gets me all the way to Toronto, even though, as

I pack my entire life into a small suitcase and board the plane, I feel
like I’m stepping off a skyscraper into thin air, my heart riddled with
holes.

CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN

The cure for pain is in the pain. – Rumi

Extract from ...
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For My Self

i wanted God to be external
as i wanted someone to name

i wanted God to be external
as i wanted someone to explain

i wanted God to be external
as i wanted someone to blame
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AUTHOR’S NOTE

RITING A MEMOIR WHILE TRYING to disguise the nature and
character of the people who have inspired and shaped me

proved impossible. So, to preserve anonymity, I have changed the
names of most people and some places. To further protect their
identity, I have also modified details that might identify these
individuals, when it did not impact the narrative.

I have made six exceptions. I have used the real names of
Amanda and Jill, my two closest friends, as I wish to honour and
celebrate them sincerely and publicly for their consistent and
unconditional loving presence in my life. Without them, this book
would not be in your hands. I have their consent and blessing for this
decision. I have also used Mrs Hope and Blues’ real names, as I believe
some angels should have the light shone on them.

I have also chosen not to change the real name of Don Johnson
(not the actor) and I thank the Me Too movement for giving me the
courage to speak out in this instance.

Finally, I have used Deloitte’s name as the story of our struggle
with them is a matter of public record in South Africa and I am not
bound by a non-disclosure agreement. I have not disclosed the names
of the Deloitte employees involved in the matter.

At times I have omitted people and events, but only when that

W
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omission had no impact on the substance of the story or its 
authenticity. To write this book, I have relied on my memory, my
personal notes, correspondence and journals. The views, feelings,
opinions, philosophies, emotions and recollections expressed in this
book are my own and do not necessarily reflect the views or
recollections of my family, friends, clients, associates or any other
individuals in this book. I have researched facts where I could and I
have consulted with several of the people who appear in the book.

The characteristics of my four brothers are composite, as are 

To my ex-husband ‘Michael’, thank you for generously giving me
your blessing so that I could be fully myself with this project, despite
any discomfort that might cause you.

To my mother, my ultimate teacher in this life, thank you for
being my mother. I love you, and I know as angels we will fly together
again someday. Mom, you have your wings. I still have to earn mine.

some of the events in chapter 1 to 4, and chapter 9 and 41. Where 
necessary, some letters have been edited and /or shortened. While 
my brother and I grew up listening to a fear-based racist narrative 
under Apartheid in the 1960s, ‘70s and ‘80s, I personally believe none 
of my brothers to be racist by nature.
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There are only 2 ways to Be in Life.
To Be Love or Not!
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will resonate. At others frustrating, as you cry, ‘no, don’t do that 
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that I wanted to jump into this book to hug Jacqui (and shake her... 
and cry with her...) It was visceral and difficult to read at times... 
which isn't easy to achieve as an author. Jacqui did this so beautifully.” 
– Yoda Olinyk, @yodaswords  
 
“Even though this is nonfiction, with memoirs, sometimes near the 
end you can predict how it all turns out. I thought I knew but I didn’t. 
This made it more interesting.” – Kathleen Bailey, SMS Nonfiction 
Book Reviews 
  



"Life's Not Yoga is a gripping read of a complex childhood, many life 
adventures, near-death experiences, romances and disappointments. 
But equal to the power of her circumstances is the power of her voice 
(her written word). It is one of the most commanding voices of any 
memoir I have read, filled with clever observations that ring true. 
Thank you, Jacqui Burnett, for being so courageous to share and thus 
providing 'an educational tool for readers also wanting to live a life of 
joy'. – Natalie Wittwen, Stillness in Motion 
 
“I loved reading Jacqui’s story. She is strong and resilient. I enjoyed 
her questions and deep examination on religion and spirituality and 
how it’s different for everyone.” – Dallas, @diariesofabibliophile 
 
“Powerful and brutally honest. I’m impressed with this incredible and 
emotional journey, it was raw and difficult to read at times, but 
overall a great story about strength and finding yourself. I just couldn’t 
stop reading.” – Vero Garcia, @booksandcoffeemx 
 
“It’s Jacqui’s engagingly frank voice and fierce self-enquiry that drive 
this fast-paced gripping tale through all its spirited twists and turns.” 
– Nina Geraghty, Writer and Developmental Editor 
 
“On one level, this is a tale of looking for love in all the wrong places, 
but on a deeper level, it’s a story of how adversity, viewed through 
the lens of insight and wisdom, leads to hope and redemption. It’s a 
tumultuous, terrifying, frustrating journey, as Jacqui struggles to 
uncover the heroine within. The miracle is that she comes out the 
other side alive—and willing to use her life story to inspire others to 
survive and flourish.” – Giles Griffin, Writer and Writing Guide 
 
“Not only is it real, raw, inspiring, and truthful in her own 
journey...she encompasses her self-devotion to overcome her 
struggles. Heartbreak is one of the hardest things anyone can 
overcome. In Jacqui’s memoir, she relates her story to share and 
empower others.” – Brittany Gingerich, @dauntllesslyreading 
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